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Now is the time to be
preparing to book in for
the influenza vaccination.

vaccination.
What if I am under 65?
You can have the flu jab
if you are diabetic, have
heart disease, are pregnant, have respiratory
problems, kidney disease, liver disease, neurological disease, immune problems or live in
residential accommodation.

If you are eligible for
this inoculation please
contact the surgery.
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The vaccine gives good
protection from this
highly infectious disease
and last for about 12
months.
We are holding clinics
from September. Please
book your appointment
now with the reception
staff.

Are there any new
groups this year eligible?

The ‘drop in’ clinics
have proved to be useful
and popular along with
helping us to increase
our uptake. As a result,
this service will be offered again.

Definitely - this is really
important for you.
I am not in any of these
groups but I still want
the flu jab.
The government has issued very strict guidelines
regarding eligibility . We
are not allowed to give the
injections to patients who
do not fit the category
boundaries.
Can I pay for it?
Yes - but we are not allowed to offer this to our
own patients. Many supermarkets and chemists offer this service for a
charge.
Texting reminders
Texting reminders will be
sent again this year.

Yes—Those with a BMI
of 40 and above.

Am I eligible for this ?
Patients who are aged 65
and over by 31st March
2018 are eligible for the

I am a registered carer
can I have the jab?

Is your child aged 2-3
yrs?
They are eligible but 4
year olds will now be offered this in school.

Minor Eye Conditions Service
If you have problems
with your eyes such
as red eye or eyelids,
irritation and inflammation, vision loss,
painful eye, ingrowing eyelashes etc, this
service can assess
and treat you.

It will be available vided please go to
from local opticians
throughout Stockport.
Appointments
are
normally
available
within 5 working
days.
For more information
on the services pro- www.stockportmecs.co.uk
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Practice News - Past, Present, Future
Dr. Rooney our senior partner is retiring from the Practice at the end of September
this year.
He joined us on 1 April
1989. The Practice was in
the middle of converting the
Bramhall premises from a
small annex attached to the
side of the then senior partner’s house. The existing
partners bought a house
from the previous senior
partner and the initial conversion provided two surgeries and one treatment room
on the ground floor, the rest
of the building was for administration use.
**********************
Dr.
Rooney
qualified
at
Manchester
University
in
1983 and whilst
at University he
was captain of the medical
school rugby team and ran
for the University cross
country team. Then as now
he was keen on a broad experience of life. Between
University and joining the
Practice he did training jobs
around Manchester and London, and worked for a year
in Australia.
***********************
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The Practice in 1989 was
very different to now. For
many years before there had
been 5 full-time male GPs.
Dr Devine joined the Practice in October 1988 when
Dr Marshall, the then senior
partner semi retired. In 1989
the Practice was getting
used to its first Practice
Nurse and first Practice
Manager. There were no
computers, approximately
12,000 patients, most of
whom were registered at the
Shaw Heath surgery.
**********************
The last 28 ½ years has been
very eventful in primary
care, the Practice has
changed beyond all recognition.

**********************
We are now used to Practice
Nurses, Healthcare Assistants, students and trainee
GPs, part-time and female
GPs, and a total reliance on
computers.
All were dim concepts on
the horizon in 1989.
Then we managed with 2
consulting rooms and one
treatment room at each sur-

gery. Now we have 5 consulting rooms and one treatment room at the Bramhall
surgery, and 5 consulting rooms and
2 treatment rooms
at the Shaw Heath
surgery.
**********************
We also have 2 Health Care
Assistants, 2 Practice Nurses, and after Dr Rooney’s
departure 10 GPs, 3 of
whom work full-time in the
surgery. We are actively recruiting Practice Nurses and
GPs. Our necessary administrative staff numbers have
increased significantly to
cope with an exponentially
growing administrative burden.

**********************
In 1989 most consultations
were face-to-face, there
were many more home visits, and the Practice did its
own out of hours cover. Telephone consultations were
almost unheard of, and there
were no emails. All prescriptions and medical records were handwritten, the
records were cards held in
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Practice News - Past, Present, Future
one envelope for each patient. we have yet to master.
Tagging the notes to give a ************************
chronological record was an
As well as working in the
innovation.
Practice since 1989, Dr
*********************** Rooney has seen his children
The 12,000 pa- grow and flee the nest. He has
tients in 1989 worked in the Orthopaedic
probably included and ENT departments of
almost
1,000 Stockport infirmary and Step“Ghost registra- ping Hill hospitals. He was
tions “we were briefly a trustee and Medical
probably looking after 11,000 Director of Beechwood Canpatients.” Now we are look- cer Care, and was a founding
of
ing after 14,800 patients and member
our list size is growing con- ‘Viaduct’, the
sistently.
In 1989 the Stockport GP
average patient consulted federation. He
their GP 3 ½ times a year, a has supervised
consultation was 3-5 minutes. the diabetic clinic at Bramhall
Today the average patient Park surgery since the retireconsults 5-6 times a year and ment of Dr Ansell. He has
consultations
are
10-20 taken the monthly cryosurgery
minutes. The workload in clinic, and does many joint
primary care has mush- injections
roomed beyond the available ************************
resources, one reason why we
struggle to recruit Practice Dr Rooney has been a keen
Nurses and GPs. Much of innovator in the Practice, and
the increased work done by was lead partner for fundholdprimary care is better and ing, which in the early 1990s
immore systematic management provided significant
of chronic diseases, the sur- proved services for our pavival rates from which have tients, extra resources for the
improved dramatically. How- Practice, and funded an extra
ever the greater numbers of consultation room at the
older people, particularly Bramhall surgery.
those with multiple chronic ************************
diseases, the so-called frail
In 1996 Dr Rooney was a key
elderly, pose a challenge that
member of the organisation
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committee that founded the
Stockport
Doctors
CoOperative, now Mastercall. The
Drs Co-Operative movement
was set up to deal with the increasing burden of out of hours
care, which in the early 1990s
threatened the fabric and very
survival of primary care in
Stockport. The Stockport iteration was successful, highly valued by patients and GPs, and
survives to this day.
**********************
At its peak the co-operative
movement provided out of
hours care for more than 50%
of
the
population of
Britain.
Unfortunate and
illconsidered political
changes killed off the cooperative movement in most of
the country to the detriment of
those patients involved. Stockport is fortunate to have escaped that fate.
*************************
Once again Primary care is facing daunting challenges, threatening its existence. Rising demand due to an expanding and
ageing population, increasing
knowledge and complexity of
medical practice, increasing expectations, increasing regulation
and political micromanagement
have produced the perfect storm.
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Practice News - comings and goings
We were sad to see our long standing Practice Manager Kath Wilkinson
retire after over 20 years of service. We thank Kath for all of her hard
work and dedication and wish her well for the future. Our new Practice
Manager is Ann Smith and we welcome her to the Practice.
We are delighted to have Dr Steven Clay join us as a Partner after being
with the Practice as a GP for several years.
Sadly we are due to see our senior Partner
Dr Michael Rooney, retire from the Practice at the end
of September. Dr Rooney has been with the Practice for
over 25 years and has been instrumental in guiding the
Practice through the many changes within
the NHS. We will be sorry to see him leave
and wish him all the best.

Patient Participation Group
Our PPG group generally meet three
times a year and is very important to the
Practice as the members give us an insight into how we care for our Patients .
Their feedback is invaluable to us.
We welcome new members so please
contact Jenny Taylor for more information.
Are you a school leaver?
Patients aged 18 years on
31st August 2017 are eligible for the Meningitis vaccination to ensure that they
build up immunity.

The next meeting will take
place on 16 November at
the Jolly Sailor, Bramhall
Lane at
3.00pm
All welcome!

Hospital Prescriptions

We have seen an increase in patients coming into the surgery
asking for prescriptions prescribed
at the hospital. It is preferable for
you to wait for the pharmacy at
the hospital to issue these for you
Please contact the surgery as sometimes we do not have the
documentation required from the
to make an appointment if hospital and the pharmacy there
needed.
should give you a 5 day supply.
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New Patient Registration
If you wish to register with the
Practice, kindly please bring 2
forms of ID. One to be a photo
and either a Passport or Driving
Licence will suffice.
If you have not moved into the
area but are looking to change
your GP you may need a preregistration appointment with a
doctor before being accepted .
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Appointment attendance
We are seeing an increase
in the non attendance of
patients in our surgeries
for both Doctors and
Nurses. This results in a
waste of resources and
NHS funding plus other
Patients may have to wait
longer for an appointment.
We do understand that
plans do change but can
we please ask that you remember to cancel your
appointment if they do?

We open on
Yes it is true and has
been for many years! It
seems that some patients
are still not aware of this.

Are your details correct?

Our appointment cancellation number is 07548
098258. This line is solely for cancellations and
can be accessed 24 hours
a day and 365 days per
year by text or leave a
message.
Every missed appointment costs at least £40 in

Have you changed
your mobile phone
number?
Please let us know!
We now have the ability to send
text reminders to patients to
prompt them about appointments.
You will receive a text straight
after booking the appointment and
24 hours before the appointment.
Have you moved address?
Please inform us of any change of
address so we can update details
and identify whether you still remain within our boundary lines.

Saturdays!
Essentially though these
appointments are primarily for those who
find it difficult to attend
during the week.

appointments. We have
both GP and Health Care
Assistant appointments
on Saturdays for your
convenience.

We open each Saturday
at alternate sites only
for those patients who
have pre-booked their
Upstairs at Bramhall
Two of our surgery rooms
are on the first floor at
Bramhall.
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Physio Clinic at Bramhall
Let reception know when
you book your appointment
if walking upstairs is going
to be an issue for you and
staff will help arrange an
appointment for you with a
clinician on the ground
floor.

Available on Wednesday afternoons. Appointments can
only
be
booked after seeing
the GP.
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Which Doctors are Where and When?
Dr Clay (M)

Dr Devine (M)

Dr Bayes (M)

Monday am at Shaw Heath

Monday am at Shaw Heath

Monday am at Bramhall

Monday pm at Bramhall

Monday pm at Bramhall

Tuesday am at Bramhall

Tuesday am at Bramhall

Wednesday am at Shaw
Heath

Tuesday pm at Shaw Heath

Tuesday pm at Shaw Heath

Thursday am at Shaw Heath

Thursday am at Shaw Heath

Thursday pm at Bramhall

Thursday pm at Shaw Heath
for minor surgery

Friday am at Bramhall

Wednesday pm at Bramhall
Thursday am at Bramhall
Thursday pm at Shaw Heath
Friday am at Shaw Heath

Dr Webster & Dr Stirling
(F)
Tuesday am at Bramhall
Wednesday am at Shaw
Heath
Thursday am at Shaw Heath
Thursday pm at Bramhall
Friday am at Bramhall
Friday pm at Shaw Heath

Dr Al-Gailani (M)

Dr Yazici (M)

Dr Siriwardena (F)

Dr Carmont (M)

Monday am at Bramhall

Monday am at Bramhall

Monday am at Bramhall

Monday am at Shaw Heath

Monday pm at Shaw Heath

Monday pm at Bramhall

Monday pm at Bramhall

Monday pm at Shaw Heath

Tuesday am at Shaw Heath

Wednesday am at Bramhall

Tuesday am at Bramhall

Tuesday am at Bramhall

Wednesday am at Bramhall

Wednesday pm at Bramhall

Tuesday pm at Bramhall

Tuesday pm at Bramhall

Wednesday pm at Bramhall

Friday am at Bramhall

Thursday am at Bramhall

Wednesday am at Bramhall

Friday am at Shaw Heath

Friday pm at Bramhall

Thursday pm at Bramhall

Wednesday pm at Shaw
Heath

Friday pm at Bramhall

Friday am & pm at Shaw
Heath

Dr Tack (F)
Monday am at Shaw Heath
Monday pm at Shaw Heath
Tuesday am at Shaw Heath
Tuesday pm at Shaw Heath
Thursday am at Shaw Heath
Thursday pm at Shaw Heath
Friday am at Shaw Heath

IMPORTANT NEWS - PLEASE NOTE THE FOLLOWING CHANGES.
NEW MAINLINE TELEPHONE NUMBERS!
Bramhall Park: 0161

204 4221

www.bramhallparkmedicalcentre.co.uk
Shaw Heath: 0161

204 5572

www.shawheathhealthcentre.co.uk
To phone or text to cancel appointments you can also use 07548 098258
email: stoccg.enquiries@nhs.net
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